DEMYSTIFYING BLOCKCHAIN

UNLOCK TRAPPED VALUE WITH BLOCKCHAIN
Today’s world: streamlined and automated within our four walls

Organizations have been on a journey to **streamline** their processes and their systems, **automate** away manual and tedious tasks, and improve outcomes for years.
Tomorrow’s new option: blockchain based business models

‘I see what you see’
Organizations want to share more data with other parties, but not share all data with all parties.
WHERE IS BLOCKCHAIN…

Recent technical performance architecture projects have demonstrated that DLT technology can scale and is ready for the next phase of the journey to production
Central infrastructure leader

Consortium of Peers
BLOCKCHAIN FOR VENDOR DATA MANAGEMENT

- Supplier Search Dashboard
- Self-Managed Supplier Profiles
- Dynamic Data Entry Forms
- Buyer/Supplier Communication
- Hybrid On- & Off-Chain Data
- Consent Request Functionality
CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Blockchain interoperability would allow blockchains to communicate between them or allow asset transfer from one to another.
Business operations have enormous potential to benefit from this emerging technology.

**IMPACT** a company’s operations and the broader value chain.

**TRANSFORM** entire industries, especially those still not digital.

**ACT NOW** to secure value from this transformative technology.
THANK YOU
www.accenture.com/BlockchainBusinessOperations
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